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Abstract
The objective of this Thesis was to strategically redesign and transform the supply chain of a
series of detonators in a leading Company serving the oil and gas industry. The scope of the
Thesis included data gathering and analysis, and the proposal and implementation of
possible solutions.
The issues addressed included sourcing and partnership strategies and development of
systemic inventory management policies. We optimized the inventory policies to minimize
the ordering and holding costs while improving the customer service level. For this purpose,
we considered the entire supply chain starting from the Company's internal and external
suppliers and Subcontractors all the way to the end-customers. By considering all these
players we were able to globally optimize the supply chain. The inventory policy used was a
periodic review policy for which we optimized the reorder, order-up-to level and Safety
Stock levels.
We analyzed the effects of the forecasting error and the potential benefits of risk pooling.
We also identified and recommended a new push-pull boundary for the Company's
detonator products and provided a generic platform to identify this boundary for other
products within the Company. The supply chain management system and managerial
insights developed from this project can potentially be extended to other products and
divisions within the Company.
Thesis Supervisor: David Simchi-Levi, Ph.D.
Title: Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Engineering Systems
Co-director, LFM and SDM Programs
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Chapter 1
Product Description and Project Overview
1.1 Company Introduction
The company under study is one of the leading oilfield service companies supplying
technology, project management and information solutions that optimize oil and gas
exploration performance. One of the company's divisions (hereafter called "The Company")
is devoted to the design, testing, manufacturing and marketing of tools and explosives used
for perforating subsurface rock bodies. The Company's commitment is to enable its
customers in the oil and gas industries to decrease finding and development costs.
1.2 Oil Wells and Wireline Perfomting Systems
Oil wells are created to explore and release oil and gas hydrocarbons. Oil wells are created by
perforating the Earth's surface at depths that can reach up to 30,000 feet (10Km). The well
is formed by drilling, with a rotary drill, a 6-10 inch diameter hole into the Earth's surface at
the required depth. A metal tube is then inserted into the hole to eventually pipe out the oil
and gas. The tube is cemented in place to structurally support the newly formed well and is
perforated at the depth where the oil is expected to exist. The oil flows into the metal pipe
through the perforations and is then pumped up to the surface [1]. A schematic of an oil well
can be seen in Figure 1-1. We often need to access hydrocarbons that lie in a horizontal
reservoir or one that sits at a deviated angle. It is therefore more efficient to retrieve the
hydrocarbons by accessing the rock reservoirs with horizontal wells, as shown in Figure 1-2.
Communication between the reservoir and the wellbore is achieved by penetrating the rock
with explosives at the depth where the hydrocarbons are located. The explosions are carried
out by instruments called guns with detonators hung in a wireline and lowered at the desired
depth. These explosions create numerous perforations. The oil then flows though these
perforations to the metal tube and up to the Earth's surface as described above. Thus, these
rock perforations connect the hydrocarbon reservoir and the wellbore.
7
Figure 1-1. Oil Well Schematic [2]
Figure 1-2. Horizontal Oil Well [3, 5]
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1.2.1 Traditional Perforating Systems
The traditional perforating systems employ high explosives that are wireline guided into the
oil well. Traditional perforating systems incorporate hot-wire detonators. These are simple
devices, with a small number of parts and have been around for years (see Figure 1-3). The
use of hot-wire detonators requires taking safety precautions and following procedures to
prevent accidental detonation of the explosives and to stray electrical effects due to: radio
frequency signals (RF) (i.e. from cell phones, VHF radio communications, cathodic
protection, remote controls), operations such as electric arc welding, usually employed in sea
platforms, excess heat or mechanical shock or vibration. A lot of times it is difficult to
ensure such a benign environment in oil well fields so we need to adapt the explosion
initiation procedures accordingly to avoid accidental detonations.
Typically the initiation sequence is as follows [4]:
1. Current is sent to the device, leading to resistive heating,
2. This heating results in the initiation of the primary-high-explosive charge,
3. This in turn sets off the - larger - secondary high explosive,
4. The shock wave from this explosion is transferred to the booster, which consists of a
primary high explosive, followed by a secondary high explosive,
5. The detonating cord then goes off, which leads to the initiation of each of the
shaped charges.
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Ignition Pellet
27 ohms Safety Resistors Primary High Explosive
CONVENTIONAL DETONATO
DETONATING SHAPED CHARGECORD
Figure 1-3. Schematic of a Traditional Detonator [4]
1.2.2 Company's Detonator Systems
The Company employs a different technology than the technology used in the traditional
detonator. This technology makes the detonator system immune to the stray electrical signals
present in an oilfield and eliminates the safety concerns and inconvenience of shutting down
RF transmitters, turning off cathodic protection or postponing welding operations. This
novel detonator employs an initiator technology with inherent safety results because it
requires a high voltage and current pulse for detonation. As a result the power threshold for
the initiator is much higher than the 1 Watt required for a typical resistorized (traditional)
detonator (see Table 1-1). In addition the detonator does not require a down-hole cartridge
to provide the electric pulse to initiate the firing sequence. All of its electronics are used only
once and are contained in the detonator package.
The initiator of the detonating system is immune to electric potential differences created by
RF radiation, electric welding, high-tension power lines or inductive coupling from large
induction motors such as the ones found on drilling rigs. With this initiator there is no need
10
to shut down radio communication and other rig equipment during perforating jobs as we
need to do with traditional detonator systems. Finally, the initiator mechanism has proved
resistant to stray voltages because it requires a high current for detonation as mentioned
above [4].
Primary Second ary
Hot Wire S(B EBW EFi
Current
Threshold I amp 15 amps 200 amps 2000 amps
Voltage
Threshold 20 volts 20 volts 500 volts 1500 volts
Energy
Threshold 0.2 joule 0.003 joule 0.2 joule 0.2 jouie
Power
Threshold I watt 2 watts 100 kilowatts 3 megawatts
Function Time I millisec 50 microsecs I microsec 0. 1 microsec
Table 1-1. Comparison chart between different detonator technologies [6]
SCB - Semi-Conductor Bridge
EBW - Exploding Bridge Wire
Hot Wire - Traditional Detonator technology
EFI - Exploding Foil Initiator
1.3 Project Overview and Motivation
The Company's supply chain has been facing several drawbacks. Often the electronic
components are failing due to temperature extremes in the oil wells or are operating
erratically. This failure is creating yield issues for the detonator product line. The customer
demand fluctuations and the yield issues are making inventory management a challenging
task Customer ordering pattem has been also changing from small to large orders and The
Company has single source vendors exposing the firm to potentially severe shortages. Finally
the service level to the customer is at 87% whereas the management's goal is to reach above
90%.
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The focus of this project was mainly on one detonator family consisting of Product A,
Product B and Product C. While each of these products is designed for a specific
application, many subsystems are common to all three.
The main objective of this project was to strategically redesign the detonator supply chain
for Products A, B, C to efficiently serve The Company's corporate strategy. These products
are manufactured in volumes of tens of thousands for its customers. Due to the extreme
environmental conditions (temperatures of up to 4000F), the electronic components used in
these systems are either operating outside the manufacturers' specifications, or are specially
designed and manufactured for this application. These technical constraints lead to reliance
on single sources, which must in turn operate their manufacturing processes at the limits of
their capabilities, leading to problems with reliability of supply. Combined with highly
variable and unpredictable demand, this uncertainty leads to frequent shortages, lost revenue
and wasteful expediting effort from The Company.
We utilized supply chain concepts into a comprehensive management system. The scope of
the Thesis included data gathering and analysis and the proposal and implementation of
possible solutions. The issues addressed included design-for-supply-chain, sourcing and
partnership strategies, supplier contracts, and set inventory-management policies. The
management system established by this project may eventually be extended to other
products and product centers within The Company.
We applied operations management techniques, and in particular we focused at the interface
of product development and supply-chain management. Specifically, we optimized the
inventory policies to minimize the ordering and holding costs while improving the customer
service level. For this purpose we considered the entire supply chain including suppliers and
Subcontractors all the way to the end customers to globally optimize the supply chain. The
inventory policy used was a periodic review policy for which we optimized the order-up-to
level. We analyzed the effects of Forecasting Error and identified the push-pull boundary for
The Company's detonator products and suggested a generic platform to identify this
boundary for other products within The Company. Finally, we briefly looked into the
12
product architecture as a source of potential inefficiencies in the supply network and
recommended potential solutions with the adoption of modular product architecture.
1.4 Top Level Supply Chain Map
Figure 1-4 shows the information and product flow across the various levels of the supply
chain. The Company is outsourcing part of the assembly of its components used in the
detonator product line under study. More specifically The Company is using a Subcontractor
where the printed circuit board (PCB) sub-assembly is populated with electronic
components from various suppliers. Then the Subcontractor is shipping the sub-assemblies
to The Company for the final manufacturing steps, final qualification and testing, storage
and shipment to the customers. As seen from Figure 1-4 there is a flow of information
demand from the customer to The Company. This information is used to reorder
components from the vendors and the Subcontractor. The demand and the Lead Times
between the various supply chain nodes are treated probabilistically. The Lead Times are the
aggregation of order, processing, transportation and production times and vary from 4 to 9
weeks.
Demand
Demand aa a # De ma nd
8-9 wks 00* 0 , 6* YOre asr4**,.
w 4
PCB'. Company - Goe4.*,,'an .. CustomersInventbz 1- 2 wks
6-8 wks*
Packaging F WIP/Inventory
Assembly,*
* * *......*, emand
(Average Lead Time)
.4 Goods transfer
...... Information transfer
Figure 1-4. Top Level Supply Chain Map of The Company's detonator line
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Chapter 2
Inventory Management Policies and Their Impact
2.1 Inventory Management Basics
Inventory Management, a key business operation, is a complex activity with immense impact
on the profitability and growth of the company. Stellar companies such as Toyota, Dell,
IKEA, Home-Depot, Zara or Wal-Mart excel in operational innovation. Their efficient
supply chains give these firms a competitive advantage despite the fact that their products
are more or less commodities. Wal-Mart surpassed K-Mart within 10 years from its start of
operations and became the largest retailer in the world by utilizing efficient inventory
management [7]. Dell is making computers with no distinct technological advantage over
other computer manufacturers but with its mass customization capability and efficient
supply chains Dell became the best Personal Computer firm in the world. Dell utilizes
efficiently information technologies, relationships with vendors and dynamic pricing to push
their products into the pipeline. These practices allow Dell to achieve an inventory turnover
ratio of 108 while the average inventory ratio in the electronics computer industry is 7. Dell,
according to Stem Stewart EVA 1000 database, has outperformed the competition by 3,000
per cent in terms of shareholder value between 1988 and 1996. Dell makes products as soon
as it receives the order from the customer and only keeps an eight day inventory of finished
goods.
Inventory is categorized as either raw materials, Work in Process (WIP) or finished goods.
Inventory is held at the suppliers and manufacturers sites, warehouses, distribution and
retailer centers. The inventory policy is driven by the customer demand, Lead Time, number
of stock keeping units (SKUs), customer service level, cost goals and the order and holding
costs [8]. Also inventory is build as a result of the effort to achieve economies of scale. The
importance of efficient inventory management is to protect the firm from customer demand,
vendor quality and quantity, and Lead Times variations. High level inventories affect the
weighted average cost of capital and hence increase the opportunity cost. There are two
fundamental questions in inventory management. The first question is to determine how
14
much, how often and when we should place an order. The second question relates to the
demand forecasting.
2.2 Economic Order Quantity and Forecasting
The inventory reorder level, which relates to the first fundamental question, is to set the
average demand during Lead Time plus a Safety Stock The Safety Stock is the amount of
inventory that protects a company from deviations from the average demand during order
and delivery times.
In a simple inventory model we need to identify the quantity that minimizes inventory costs.
This quantity is called the Economic Order Quantity (EOQ). The EOQ is the order quantity
that minimizes the inventory cost associated with the ordering and holding costs. The EOQ
is proportional to the average demand and the ordering set-up cost and inversely
proportional to the inventory holding cost.
The second fundamental question relates to forecasting. There are numerous mathematical
models that utilize historical data to predict the future. One such model is based on
regression analysis and is in practice for several years. Less sophisticated models but still
practical, like the simple and weighed averages, and the smooth and exponential time series,
also provide us with good insights [23]. Unfortunately, due to its volatile and random nature
forecasting is usually wrong. Forecasting data deviate even more from reality as the time
horizon increases, the number of SKUs grows, and the life cycle of the product decreases
(i.e. for fast moving products like fashion clothing) [7]. Transportation and volume
discounts, product proliferation, long Lead Times and poor communications further
contribute to the forecasting error. A treatment to this problem is to aggregate the data
geographically or by product family. This aggregation is called Risk Pooling and we also
encounter it in finance theory for portfolio management.
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Following the EOQ model we developed simple Inventory management quantitative models
for 3 cases. These are:
1. The Demand is known, constant and certain while the Lead Time is zero
2. The Demand is known, constant and certain while the Lead Time is not zero but
there in no uncertainty in the length of the Lead Time
3. The Demand is unknown
2.2.1 Known Demand
1. The Demand is constant and certain while the Lead Time is zero
Inventory
Q*
Time
Figure 2-1. Inventory Level as a function of time when the Lead Time is zero [9]
In this case we are interested in minimizing the total annual cost (Cost) in an inventory that
behaves as in Figure 2-1.
Cost = h x (average inventory) + K x (number of orders per year)
hQ KDCost = +--
2 Q
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Where,
h Holding cost of one unit per unit time
Q Number of Items per order
K Setup cost (fixed cost) incurred every time there is a placement of an order
D Demand per unit time
The demand that minimizes the holding costs is calculated by taking the derivative
d(Cost)/dQ set it equal to zero and then solve for Q. This gives us the new quantity Q*
which is the demand that minimizes the holding cost:
Q 2DK
h
2. The Demand is constant and certain while the Lead Time is not zero but
there in no uncertainty in the length of the Lead Time:
Inventory
(s)
Reorder
Point ---------- -----
Q*
-- --------- 
--- 
I
time demand L
Time
Lead Time
Figure 2-2. Inventory Level as a function of time with Lead Time different than zero [9, 10]
The order quantity is the same as in case 1:
. 2DK
h
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Since there is no demand uncertainty, we should order when we have exactly enough
inventory to cover the Lead Time (Figure 2-2). This occurs when the inventory is equal to s
(Reorder Point). The Reorder Point is equal to the demand during Lead Time and thus is a
function of the average demand, the demand variability and the service level [7]. Thus, when
the inventory drops to level s we need to reorder up to S which is the order-up-to level also
known as Base Stock The difference between the two levels s and S is driven by the fixed
costs associated with the ordering, transportation and manufacturing activities.
2.2.2 Unknown Demand
When the Demand is unknown the ordering depends on the cost of stocking an extra unit
for which there is no demand compared to the cost of being short one unit for which there
is demand [9]. We still need to answer the question about how much to stock to cover
uncertainty during the Lead Time. In this case we will assume a continuous review policy. In
the continuous review policy, time between orders could vary while the amount Q* ordered
is constant. We calculate the reorder quantity by using the EOQ with the expected (i.e.,
average) demand. The goal is to reorder so we can cover average demand during Lead Time
plus a Safety Stock (SS) that will cover for demand uncertainty.
Q* Q
Inventory Q*
at - - - --------- - ----- Reorder PointHand Actual lead Actual lead Average lea timetime ........... time.... ... .. . ............. Safety Stock
(SS)
Time
Figure 2-3. Inventory Level as a function of time when Demand is unknown [10]
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The Average inventory is equal to SS + (Q*/2) since on average the inventory fluctuates
between SS and SS+Q* (Figure 2-3). The Reorder Point, s, has two components:
1. Average demand during Lead Time = LTxAVG
2. SS = z x STD x ILT
Where,
AVG: Average daily demand faced by producer
LT: Lead Time from supplier to manufacturer, including transportation and
ordering Lead Times
z: safety factor which is statistically determined to ensure that the probability of
stock-out during Lead Time is 1- a.
oc: Service level, %, refers to the commitment a node makes to its downstream
node (i.e., producer to customer)
STD: Standard deviation of daily demand faced by producer
Thus, s = (LTxAVG) + (z x STD x qLT) and the order-up-to level, S, is equal to s+Q*
In the case of the periodic review the inventory is reviewed in regular intervals but the
amount ordered Q varies as seen in Figure 2-4. This policy is used in the Company's case.
The base-stock level is the only parameter we take into consideration since in this case the
fixed costs are treated as sunk costs. The order is placed every r time (order period). The
base-stock level has two components:
1. Average demand during period (r+LT) = (r+LT) x AVG
2. SS = z x STD x 1(r+LT)
19
Thus the average inventory level is the average of the two components:
r x AVGAverage -Inventory _ Level = + z x STD x Jr +LT
2
Stock
Units
(Q)
r2
,Order Period
rd
Order Period
Figure 2-4. Inventory Level as a function of time with periodic review policy [7, 8]
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Target
Inventor
Expected
Upper
Boundary
Expected
Lower
BoundaryTime
.............. .......
........ ........................,...---.
2.3 Global Optimization
In the previous section we considered a single facility and we presented the logic in
managing effectively a simple inventory case, the EOQ. In a multifacility chain, as the one in
The Company, where we have a series of vendors, a Subcontractor, numerous
manufacturing and inventory locations and customers, the simplified method gives us insight
but is not directly applicable. The goal of the firm is the same as in the EOQ case: minimize
systemwide costs. This task is called managing at a global level a multi-echelon supply chain.
Each stage, like a supplier, a Subcontractor or an inventory point is treated as a different
level with all levels interacting with each other. Effective multi-echelon inventory
optimization employs global optimization. Global optimization, as shown in Table 2-1, will
uncover hidden inventory drivers in a multi-echelon supply chain.
Driver Impact Driver Suggested by
Reduced Forecasting Error <1% Management
Longer lead-times to <1% Management
Inventory Positioning 30% Global Optimization
Synchronization 0- 19% Global Optimization
Changing Transit Times 9% Global Optimization
Changing Shipment Frequency 11% Global Optimization
Table 2-1. Identification of hidden inventory drivers by Global Optimization [10]
2.4 Risk Pooling
Risk pooling is the aggregation of demand across the various locations. It is a very important
concept in supply chain management and we use it to minimize the error in forecasting.
Aggregation suggests that we can "smooth" out the spike in the overall demand between
customers who have different demand levels. The variance, a statistical measurement, of a
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random variable is the measure of its dispersion around its mean value. The variance of the
sum of independent random variables is the sum of their variances. Risk pooling occurs
because demand variances are independent and therefore additive. Risk pulling leads to
better decisions on lowering the S and hence reducing the average inventory and
consequently holding costs. We notice this aggregation phenomenon when we serve several
customers from one centralized warehouse.
Risk pooling provides even larger benefits when the coefficient of variation is high. This is
because the coefficient of variation is defined as the demand standard deviation over the
average demand and we know that the Safety Stwdk quantity directly relates to the demand
standard deviation. Finally, note that the standard deviation measures the absolute customer
demand variability while the coefficient of variation measures the variability with respect to
the average demand.
2.5 Bullwhip Effect
Under efficient Supply Chain Management practices, products and services should be
designed, manufactured, distributed, transported and promoted while minimizing the fixed
and operational costs and at the same time maintaining the customer service levels high.
The Bullwhip Effect is the amplification and distortion of the demand variability as we move
up the supply chain. H.L. Lee et. al. (1997) in "The Bullwhip Effect in Supply Chains"
describes an analysis in which Procter & Gamble (P&G) evaluated the order pattems for its
Pampers" diapers. Despite the fact that babies consumed on average a steady number of
diapers per unit time, there was some sales fluctuation at the retail shop level. This
fluctuation was amplified from the retailer to the diaper distributor and the variability was
getting even higher from the distributor to P&G. P&G was then placing even larger orders
to its suppliers such as 3M. This phenomenon, shown in Figure 2-5, was described as the
Bullwhip effect.
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Consumer Retailer Distributor Factory Tier 1 Equipment
Figure 2-5. The Bullwhip Effect [11]
The Bullwhip effect is highly undesirable because it forces the various stakeholders to keep
high level inventories with all the cost consequences such as ordering and holding costs,
operational and fixed inventory costs as well as obsolescence, transportation and other
overhead costs. The Bullwhip effect is due to various reasons; we mention four and provide
possible remedies [7].
Denmndforecasting updating. Most companies perform demand forecasting and often follow
smoothing techniques such as moving averages. The company usually sets its inventory
Reorder Point at the average demand plus a Safety Stock to cover the demand over the Lead
Time. As more forecasting data become available the mean demand and variation are
dynamically updated and hence the procurement officer has to update the orders. This
process leads to increased variability.
Remedy: Centralize demand information which will work as the feedback loop in the supply
chain network In this way the company deciphers the demand of its ultimate customer and
not just the immediate one. Recently semiconductor companies started tracking consumer
demand for chip based products and in 2003 the industry did not face large inventory
buildups or shortages.
Long Lead TinE is proportional to variability. Lead Time affects the reorder and Safety Stock
points which consequently affect the demand variability.
Remedy: Incorporate information technology (IT) ordering techniques to reduce the
information flow Lead Time. Utilize the cross-docking strategy where goods are dispatched
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to warehouses without resting in the inventory. Wal-Mart has successfully implemented
cross-docking and has significantly reduced the order Lead Time.
Pric fluctuatim and Bah ordeing significantly affect the demand. This is typical during
promotion and discount periods and both activities temporarily affect the demand which
leads to increased variability. Promotions and discounts create significant spikes and
fluctuations in demand.
Remedy: Use "everyday low prices" to smooth out and stabilize the demand and
consequently the Bullwhip effect.
Strategic partnership with vendors and vendor management inventory also contribute in
reducing the Bullwhip effect since it reinforces the centralized demand information sharing.
It is very important to know the company's location in the value chain because we can then
understand where we have to look for realistic forecasting demand data. Efficient IT
infrastructure and top level management commitment is required to establish the demand
information sharing.
The Supply Chain Management should holistically bridge the processes of the logistics of
ordering goods (i.e. procurement, distribution, transportation, inventory, forecasting, etc.) to
the value chain activities such as the product design, utilization of legacy systems, creation of
marketing channels, product lifetime support and insource and outsource decisions in order
to shape and serve the corporate strategy. In an era where the production centers are usually
geographically far from the consumption centers, the Bullwhip effect is a malfunctioning
component of the Supply Chain which cannot be totally eliminated. But it can be reduced at
manageable levels.
2.6 Push and Pull Strategies
In a build-to-stock, "push" based supply chain, where we know with a relatively high degree
of confidence the customer demand (e.g., pasta products consumption per month in a big
city) or where we need to take advantage of the economies of scale, we base the production
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decision on long term aggregated forecast data. On the other hand, in a build-to-order,
"pull" based supply chain, where we have high demand uncertainty or need for
customization (e.g., high fashion clothing), we base the production decision as the purchase
order comes in. The advantage of the "pull" based system is that it decreases the need to
keep high inventories and hence minimize the obsolescence cost.
An optimum supply chain strategy could be based on a hybrid "push-pull" model. The
"push" part will take advantage of economies of scale and hence minimize cost and the
"pull" part will provide high service level and hence customer loyalty. In order to achieve
this hybrid model, we need to "push" the product up to a level where it can be stored in a
generic form and then "pull" it from the inventory when we receive the order, customize it
and ship it to the customer. To have this flexibility, we need to delay the decision of how the
final product looks. Delaying the final form of a product in supply chain is called dea& d
defnm tin and offers significant reduction in inventories. Delayed differentiation needs
efficient and flexible marketing, product development, manufacturing and distribution
processes. Depending on the architecture of the product, we should decide about the level
of commonality and the degree of integrality and modularity between the various SKUs.
Such a decision is based on a cost benefit analysis that relates value to product functionality
and can set the boundary between common and unique parts, integral and modular
architecture. We will revisit this concept in Chapter 5 as it appears to be one of the crucial
findings during this study[12].
2.7 Best Practices and their Impact in Inventory Management
Inventory Management is an important activity since there are significant inventory assets in
many supply chains across the US. It is estimated that there is a US inventory in excess of $1
trillion which is very expensive to hold and at the same time expensive to manage [13]. Firms
can derive competitive advantage from managing inventory better. There are numerous
firms that do a superb job in managing their inventories, Dell is an example. Supermarkets
have made tremendous progress during 1985-1995 since they increased inventory turnovers
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by 50%. Poor Inventory Management can cause cash flow problems for large and startups
companies and often points to underlying problems in other areas of the firm's operations.
In the previous section we studied the EOQ which and gained a deeper understanding about
how a simple inventory behaves. In Table 2-2 we present some further managerial insights
about the Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) with respect to Safety Stock
When... Then...
EOQ Safety Stock
Warehouse Cost increases Decreases Decreases
Lead Time increases No effect Increases
Demand Uncertainty decreases No effect Decreases
Stock-out Cost increases No effect Increases
Set-up Cost increases Increases No effect
Holding Cost decreases Increases Increases
Ordering Cost increases Increases No effect
Interest Rate decreases Increases Increases
Table 2-2. EOQ versus Safety Stock Levels [10]
Some factors that drive reduction in the inventory include the commitment by the top
management to make inventory reduction a priority, better control the number of SKUs in
the warehouse, improvement in forecasting, utilization of sophisticated inventory
management software tools. Modem IT solutions facilitate coordination and information
sharing among the supply chain stakeholders across all levels. Other factors that can
contribute in the reduction of the inventory and should be addressed by the firm are the
inventory review policies and the Lead Times. Finally the firm should share its inventory and
hence associated inventory risk with suppliers and when feasible use quantitative methods to
support the qualitative intuition [8].
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Chapter 3
Methodology
3.1 Methodology and General Considerations
The goal of this Thesis was to minimize systemwide costs by optimizing The Company's
end-to-end supply chain. We focused our analysis at the interface of inventory and supply
chain. More specifically, we optimized the inventory management policies to minimize the
ordering and holding costs while improving the customer service level and reducing the raw
materials, WIP and finished good inventories. For this purpose, we considered the entire
supply chain including The Company's suppliers and Subcontractors all the way to the end
customer, and globally optimized the supply chain. We used a periodic review policy for
which we optimized the reorder, s, and order-up-to, S, levels. We analyzed the effects of
Forecasting Error and the benefits from risk pooling. We also identified the push-pull
boundary for The Company's detonator products and provided a generic platform to
identify this boundary for other products within The Company.
In the supply chain we had a Supplier who was providing various components to both the
Contract Manufacturer (Subcontractor), and The Company. The Company was buying
components from the Contract Manufacturer and the Supplier. Then The Company was
assembling three different products which were stored in The Company's Warehouse as
finished goods. From the Warehouse, products were shipped to the external Customer. A
supply chain map is shown in Figure 3-1.
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Supplier
Company
Company Warehouse
Contract Manufacturer Customer
(Subcontractor)
Figure 3-1. Company's End to End Supply Chain Schematic
In more detail, the Supplier was providing three important components to the
Subcontractor. These were Part 1, Part 2 and Part 3 and were key components in making the
different products. These components had also significant Lead Times, up to 12 weeks, and
had to meet very strict technical specifications. Some of the components were failing in the
field due to temperatures in excess of 400 F. The components were rated for high
temperatures but were working at their specification limits. Thus their failure was random.
The long Lead Times to receive these components, in combination with the technical
difficulties that they were facing in the field and consequent failures, were making the
demand forecasting a daunting task In addition, the customer demand uncertainty for
products was making the forecasting even more difficult. The easy solution to this problem
was to pile up the stock of finished goods to cover for all failures in the field and satisfy
customer demand. The Subcontractor was assembling the critical components on a printed
circuit board along with other electronics and was manufacturing Subassembly 1. Suhisserriy 1
was a common platform for the development of Products A, B and C. The production time
for Suhzsserawy 1, including the ordering time, was between 4 to 6 weeks. The Company was
purchasing Subasserady 1 from the Subcontractor and was installing some additional
electronics and packaging to create Products A, B and C. For our analysis we assumed that
The Company was keeping a Safety Stock of 1,000 Sulvsseny I's in its inventory. At The
Company, the production time of the three different products using Subasserbly 1 was only
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2-4 days long. Then the final products were moved to The Company's Warehouse (Figure 3-
2). The committed time to respond to a customer's order was from 3 days to 2 weeks. This
time period included the various time components such as the order processing time (which
is a fixed value), transportation time (an approximately fixed value), committed time (this is
the "promised" time) and other times relating to the fact that the device due to unsystematic
reasons might not be readily available (random variable). There were cases that due to
required legal paperwork, associated with shipping and exporting/importing explosives, the
delivery time could reach up to 1 month. For the inventory optimization we did not have to
deal with inventory kept at the customer's site.
In The Company the demand was based on forecast, Safety Stcxk, and actual orders. The
system generated buy-orders to automatically set the quantity to buy for a given number of
days. The Company's belief was that the Materials Resource Planning system was not
responsible for the delays experienced with Suhasserrly 1 deliveries from the Subcontractor.
The problem was getting the parts from the vendors on time. Apparently the Subcontractor
was facing delays due to reasons that were not studied in this project.
Supplier Sub-contractor Company
Other Varous
components components
Product A
Part 3
Subassembly I Product B Csoe
Part 2
Part 1 VProduct 
C
A Inventory Node
Figure 3-2. Product Line Inventory Map
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3.2 Optimization Tool
For the modeling and optimization analysis during this project we used the Inventory
Analyst" version 3.1 software package developed by LogicTools, Inc. This optimization
tool is a supply chain master planning system used to efficiently allocate supply chain
resources by coordinating production and setting distribution strategies and storage
requirements. Most inventory software packages perform optimization for a single stage, a
single warehouse, Plant or supplier. Inventory Analyst is a multi-echelon inventory
optimization and planning solution. It can globally optimize end-to-end supply chains
including suppliers, warehouses, customers, raw materials, WIP and finished goods.
Inventory Analyst uses stochastic and nonlinear algorithms to optimize service levels and
saves cost by reducing inventory. With its use we uncovered key inventory drivers and run a
sensitivity analysis. Also, we determined the "Push-Pull" boundary (Make-to-Stock vs. Make-
to-Order). For more information about Inventory Analyst, visit www.logic-tools.com [14].
3.3 Assumptions
We made the following assumptions during our mathematical modeling of The Company's
supply chain.
" Components and subassemblies manufacturing costs were calculated as total cost of
finished goods less bill of material cost. The transportation and production costs
were included in the total cost.
" Inventory Holding Cost was set at 15%.
" For Customer demand data we used the sales history over a 3 year period.
" The Reorder Period of 84/56/28 days depending on part cost was used at the The
Company and the Subcontractor echelons.
* The Review Period was equal to the Reorder Period.
" All products were singled sourced, thus there were no multiple suppliers for the
same product.
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3.4 Model Inputs
The input data required to perform a global optimization in an end-to-end supply chain are
shown in Table 3-1. These data were entered into Inventory Analyst.
Echelon Input Data
Manufacturer Location
Production lines, rates, capacities, costs
Production rules and constraints
Transportation costs
Warehouse Location
Variable Costs (Le, inbound, outbound, storage)
Days of Coverage for safety stock calculations
Transportation costs to customers
Customer Location
Demand by product and by time period
Revenue by product and by time period
Product Volume
Weight
Shelf life
Holding cost
Total cost
Time Period Weeks
Table 3-1. Inputs to Inventory Analyst [7, 13]
The Inventory Analyst process is described below. Table 3-2 shows the top level parameters
entered in the system.
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Scenario Last Modified
Failed Global Optimization Run
Plants
Warehouses
Customers
Products
Time Periods
Plant to Plant Lanes
Plant to Warehouse Lanes
Plant to Customer Lanes
Warehouse to Warehouse Lanes
Warehouse to Plant Lanes
Warehouse to Customer Lanes
Dec 20 2&05 3:02PM
Dec 20 2005 3:02PM
3
2
1
7
I
4
0
0
1
3
Table 3-2. Summary of Inventory parameters and inputs in Inventory Analyst
We entered the following data in Inventory Analyst:
1. Product details such as cost, Plant and warehouse holding costs for all products. By
prtdkis we mean all raw material, subassemblies and finished goods.
2. Time period on a weekly basis. All data were adjusted on a weekly basis. Customer
demand, transportation and committed times were in weeks. The results were also
calculated on a weekly basis.
3. Plant production time and cost of manufacturing for each of the products.
4. In the Plant inventory periodic review we included the service level and Reorder
Periods for each product.
5. Warehouse inventory periodic review, service level and Reorder Periods for each of
the products.
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Element IValueI
6. Customer inventory periodic review and Reorder Periods for each of the finished
goods.
7. Demand and Forecasting Error. The Forecasting Error was given by the standard
deviation (see Table 3-3).
8. Established relationships between raw material, subassembly and final products.
9. We defined a Lane for each source/destination/product combination where product
flowed. We entered the transit time and its standard deviation and the min and max
committed times. The Lanes required were the following:
a. Plant to Plant (Subcontractor to The Company, Supplier to Subcontractor,
and Supplier to The Company)
b. Plant to Warehouse (The Company to The Company's Warehouse)
c. Warehouse to Customer (The Company's Warehouse to Customer)
Using Inventory Analyst we can run the global optimization and visualize the entire supply
chain. The global optimizer uses the input data to find the Saety Stode levels associated with
minimizing the Safety Stde costs. The optimization treats the min and max service times as
non-variable inputs. The global optimization also finds the optimal committed service time
that minimizes Safety Stixk cost. We run several global optimizations by increasing the max
committed service time and decreasing the min committed service time so to get more
choices to minimize total Safety Stok cost.
3.4.1 Customer Demand
The customer demand was based on historical data from over a three years period provided
by The Company. The frequency of the orders was adjusted on a weekly demand basis and
then the standard deviation and coefficient of variance (CV) were computed. Table 3-3
shows the accumulated information. Also the demand distribution for Products A, B, C and
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Subasserrly 1 are shown in Figures 3-3, 3-4, 3-5 and 3-6 respectively. Both the standard
deviation and CV for all three products are high. The standard deviation exceeds the average
weekly demand value and the CV is a relatively large number. The CV measures the
"variability" in demand around the average (mean) value. For example Product B demand
behaves almost randomly since it has a high CV value (3.4) and a standard deviation which is
a multiple of its mean.
Product A 195 286 1.46
Product B 20 37 1.85 Weekly
Product C 5 21 4.16
Product A 810 861 1.06
Product B 80 68 0.84 Monthly
Product C 22 46 2.09
Table 3-3. Customer Demand Data
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Product A Weekly Demand
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Figure 3-3. Product A demand distribution
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Figure 3-4. Product B demand distribution
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Figure 3-5. Product C demand distribution
Secure Board Monthly Demand
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Figure 3-6. Subasserrly 1 demand distribution
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3.4.2 Average Lead Time
The average Lead Times from the various lanes in the multi-echelon supply chain are as
follows:
" Supplier to Subcontractor for raw materials: 9-12 weeks
" Supplier to Subcontractor for other components: 4-6 weeks
" Production of Suhasserrly 1 in Subcontractor: 4-6 weeks
" Subcontractor to The Company for Suzsserany 1: 1-2 weeks
" Production of Products A, B and C at The Company: 0.5-1.5 week
" The Company's Warehouse to Customer: 0.5-2 weeks
3.4.3 Current Reorder Policy
The Company follows a standard order policy of POQ (period order quantity). Hence, all
orders for a particular part are placed over a fixed period. This fixed period is determined
based on the cost of the parts. For parts less than $2.00 the period is 84 days, for parts
greater than $2.00 but less than $50 the Reorder Period is 56 days, and for parts greater than
$50 the period is 28 days.
The Company is following an annual order policy and once or twice a year The Company is
ordering a large batch of Subasseny 1. The Subcontractor is then delivering the parts on a
monthly basis. For example, an order of 6,000 parts placed on January, the Subcontractor is
delivering 500 Subasseny is per month until the end of the year.
3.4.4 Safety Stock Policy
For the purposes of this study we will assume that The Company is keeping the following
Safety Stck: 1000 for Subasseny 1, 1000 for Product A and 125 for Product B. At The
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Company, the actual Safety Stodk policy has been set by empirical data rather than an end-to-
end global optimization of their supply chain including all their suppliers, Subcontractors,
internal Lead Times and customer demand.
3.4.5 Service Level
The service level is defined as the percent (%) of all orders delivered on or before the
promised delivery date to the customer. The service level was 87% and our goal was to
achieve a service level of about 92%.
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Chapter 4
Analysis and Results
4.1 Introduction
To honor confidentiality agreements between MIT and this Thesis's sponsoring company,
input and output quantity data used in the analysis have been disguised, normalized and/or
adjusted in accord with the company's recommendations. Modeling results are accurate for
the input data presented and all managerial insights and recommendations stemming from
these data are valid.
During the analysis we repositioned inventory effectively at different points across the
supply chain, increased the customer service level and dealt with customer demand
uncertainty. The analysis reduced the risk of obsolescence by placing Scfety Stxk at the right
place and quantity. The analysis suggested the position of the push-pull boundary and
studied the LT implications to the overall Safety Stk and customer service level. We
modeled holistically from end-to-end the supply chain and uncovered the financial
implications of working capital at different service levels and inventory stock levels.
The Company's products have to move fast out of the warehouse to keep a service level of
95% while maintaining an efficient inventory. An important parameter for effectively
managing inventories is accurate forecasting. Accurate forecasting is achieved by quantitative
analysis and judgment from industry experts. Products with an established demand history
and small demand variation should be planned in the MRP system in advance to products
which have high demand variability [15]
To be coordinated, companies and suppliers need collaboration across corporate boundaries
and need to establish mutual incentives across the supply chain. In 1991 Campbell Soup
established a continuous-replenishment program with some of its retailers. Through an
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) system Campbell was receiving, every moming,
information from the retailers about demand and the level of their inventories. Campbell
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then analyzed the data and replenished the product inventories as needed. This
replenishment was based on an (s, S) inventory policy for the specific retailer. Transportation
from Campbell to the retailer was occurring within the same day allowing the retailer to keep
only 2 weeks of supply compared to 4 weeks in the past. This inventory reduction was due
to sharing information between the point of sale and the manufacturer [16]
4.2 Analysis: Uncovering the Inventory Drivers
In our analysis we looked into the effects of one inventory parameter with respect to another
while we globally optimized the entire supply chain. After feeding data for the various supply
chain stakeholders, we run a multi-echelon inventory optimization and obtained results from
2 levels, The Company and the Subcontractor level. Based on these results we suggested
strategic and operational changes at The Company and the Subcontractor levels.
At The Company Level we analyzed
" Service Level vs. Reorder Point
" Safety Stock vs. Lead Time vs. Service Level
" Average Inventory vs. Lead Time vs. Service Level
" Safety Stock vs. Forecasting Error
" Reorder Period vs. Average Inventory and Service Level
* Lead 'Time vs. Safety Stock at The Company Warehouse Level
* Working Capital
At the Subcontractor Level we analyzed
" Average Inventory vs. Lead Time
" Average Inventory vs. Lead Time and Reorder Period (The Company and
Subcontractor inbound points)
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" Average Inventory vs. Lead Time and Reorder Period (Subcontractor outbound
points)
" Average Inventory vs. Lead Time and Reorder Period (The Company Warehouse
outbound points)
4.2.1 The Company Level
4.2.1.1 Service Level vs. Reorder Point
This analysis is based on SubassenHy 1. As discussed in Chapter 3, the reorder level, s, in the
min-max policy, is s = (LT x Avg) + (z x STD x 'ILT). This gives the service level versus the
reorder level. Figure 4-1 shows the results for Product A. Note that this calculation is based
on a continuous review policy and gives us insight into the relationship between the service
level and the Reorder Point. As the service level increases the Reorder Point has to increase
to cover the additional fill rate to the customer.
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Service Level vs. Reorder Point
Subassmbly 1
9000
8000 - - -- -_ - - -- -- - - -------- --- - -- -------- - -----
E 7000 - - - - ----- -- - - - ---- -------- --- ----- -.---- ------
8000
5000 - -------- - ---- ~-----.--
4000
89% 91% 93% 95% 97% 99%
Service Level
Figure 4-1. Service Level vs. Reorder Point in a continuous reorder policy (Note: Values
arbitrarily chosen for honoring confidentiality agreements)
4.2.1.2 Safety Stock vs. Lead Time vs. Service Level
We studied all the components and Subassembly 1 associated with building the three
different products. For this analysis we compared 2 different Service Levels and 2 different
Lead Times. Specifically, we used:
* Service Level of 85% vs. 95% across the supply chain
* Lead Time of 2 weeks vs. 4 weeks across the supply chain
The results are shown in Figure 4-2, 4-3, 4-4, 4-5. We note that when we have 2 weeks
versus 4 weeks Lead Time the Safety Stock required to achieve a specific service for the two
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different Lead Times is about the same. In the contrary Safety Stock increases as much as
40% when we move from 85% service level to 95%. The relationship between Safety Stock
and service level is an important inventory driver. The Company does not need to drastically
change its Lead Times but needs to change its Safety Stock if it wants to achieve a higher
service level.
Safety Stock vs. Lead Time
with Service Level 85%
1400
1200--
1000 - - - ---
800 -- --- - -
-
O LT 2 weeks
0 113 LT 4 weeksU
600-----U,
400--
200
0
Product A Product B Product C Subassembly 1 Part 1 Part 2 Part 3
Figure 4-2. Safety Stock versus Lead Time with Service Level of 85%
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Safety Stock vs. Lead Time
with Service Level 95%
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Figure 4-3. Safety Stock versus Lead Time with Service Level of 95%
Safety Stock vs. Service Level
with Lead Time 2 weeks
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Figure 4-4. Safety Stock versus Service
Subassembly 1 Part 1 Part 2
Level with Lead Time of 2 weeks
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Safety Stock vs. Service Level
with Lead Time 4 weeks
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Figure 4-5. Safety Stock versus Service Level with Lead Time of 4 weeks
4.2.1.3 Average Inventory vs. Lead Time vs. Service Level
We studied the effect of the average inventory with respect to the Lead Time and the service
level. The average inventory is defined as the sum of the Safety Stock and the cycle stock
The cycle stock is the amount used to cover demand between two Reorder Points. It is the
stock needed to account for the predicted demand. As expected the results are analogous to
section's 2.1.2 since Safety Stock is a component of the Average inventory and cycle stock is
constant (demand did not change).
The results, as shown in Tables 4-1, 4-2, 4-3 and 4-4, suggest that when the Service Level
increases it impacts the Average Inventory by 25-40%, depending on the product. This is
equal to the increase we observed in the Safety Stock case. When the Lead Time decreases it
does not affect the Average Inventory much (-8%). So the relationship between Lead Time
and Average Inventory in this case is an insignificant inventory driver.
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0 SL 85%
JOSL 95%
- -- - --
- - --
Part 2 Part 3
Average nventory95% Aveage Invetory 85 PecnaeIces
Product Lead Time 2 weeks Lead Time 2 weeks
Product A 6845 5445 25.7
Product B 788 613 28.6
Product C 351 250 40.4
Subassembly 1 1986 1986 0.0
Part 1 1447 1447 0.0
Part 2 1447 1447 0.0
Part 3 1447 1447 0.0
Average Inventory 95% Average Inventory 85% Percentage Increase
Product Lead Time 4 weeks Lead Time 4 weeks
Product A 7462 5978 24.8
Product B 857 671 27.7
Product C 378 271 39.6
Subassembly 1 1986 1986 0.0
Part 1 1447 1447 0.0
Part 2 1447 1447 0.0
Part 3 1447 1447 0.0
Table 4-1 and 4-2 Lead Time versus Average Inventory
Average Inventory 85% Average Inventory 85% Percentage Decrease
Product Lead Time 2 weeks Lead Time 4 weeks
Product A 5445 5978 -8.9
Product B 613 671 -8.7
Product C 250 271 -7.6
Subassembly 1 1986 1986 0.0
Part 1 1447 1447 0.0
Part 2 1447 1447 0.0
Part 3 1447 1447 0.0
Average Inventory 95% Average Inventory 95% Percentage Decrease
Product Lead Time 2 weeks Lead Time 4 weeks
Product A 6845 7462 -8.3
Product B 788 857 -8.0
Product C 351 378 -7.1
Subassembly 1 1986 1986 0.0
Part 1 1447 1447 0.0
Part 2 1447 1447 0.0
Part 3 1447 1447 0.0
Table 4-3 and 4-4 Lead Time versus Average Inventory
4.2.1.4 Safety Stock vs. Forecasting Error
The goal of this analysis was to research the effect of the Forecasting Error on the required
Safety Stock The Forecasting Error is measured by the standard deviation of the demand
data. Hence, by reducing the standard deviation by 20% we get the data shown on Table 4-5.
We calculated the standard deviation (Forecasting Error) based on orders received on a
weekly basis.
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Average Inventory 95% Average Inventory 85% Percentage Increase
Table 4-5. Demand Data with reduced Forecasting Error (Standard Deviation) and
consequently decreased Coefficient of Variance
Running the optimization with a service level of 95% and Lead Time between The Company
and the Customer of 2 weeks, we found that the Safety Stock required to satisfy the new
scenario is reduced by 20%, as shown in Table 4-6 and Figure 4-6. This proves that the
Forecasting Error is a key inventory driver and directly correlates to the Safety Stock It
consequently relates to the average inventory and working capital if the demand remains
constant. Hence, the larger the Forecasting Error the larger the required Safety Stock needed
to meet the committed customer service level.
Safety Stock [%]
Product A
Product B
Product C
Subassembly I
-20
-19
-19
-18
Table 4-6. Percent decrease of Safety Stock for 20% reduction in Forecasting Error
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Average Weekly Standard Coefficient
Demand Deviation of Variance
Product A 195 228 1.17
Product B 20 29 1.45
Product C 5 17 3.4
Safety Stock vs. Forecast Error Variation
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Figure 4-6. Safety Stock versus Forecasting Error Variation
4.2.1.5 Reorder Period vs. Average Inventory and Service Level
As we mentioned in Chapter 3, The Company is following a 12/8/4 weeks (84/56/28 days)
reorder policy depending on part cost. Part 1 is ordered every 12 weeks and Parts 2 and 3
every 8 weeks. The new scenario suggests reordering all parts every 4 weeks independent of
their cost and studies the effects of this flat reorder policy with respect to the inventory level
and the service level.
The scenario input data are:
" Service Level form The Company to Customer: 85% and 95%
" Production Time of products within The Company Plant: 2 weeks
* Lead Time between The Company and Customer: 2-14 days
0 Lead Time of the finished goods from The Company manufacturing floor to The
Company warehouse: 0 days
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Tables 4-7 and 4-8 and Figure 4-7 show the modeling results. We conclude that the Reorder
Period is an important inventory driver. We can reduce Product A's average inventory by
15% for an 85% service level if we reorder components every 4 weeks instead of the current
12/8/4 weeks policy. There is no significant change in the average inventory for the
SuassemHy 1 or the raw components as we move to this new reorder policy. Part 1
inventory, on the other hand, shows a change with the new policy. This is because Part 1 is
reordered every 12 weeks while the Subassemny 1, Part 2 and Part 3 follow an 8 weeks
Reorder Period. We conclude that the higher the reorder difference the larger the effect on
the average inventory. Since we reorder more often we do not need to keep high inventories.
In its extreme case it is similar to continuous replenishment when we reorder just the
demand (cycle stock).
As the service level increases from 85% to 95% the average inventory needs to increase to
levels that reach 50%. The Reorder Period in this case does not affect the average inventory
as shown on Table 4-8.
Plant
Company
Company
Company
Subcontractor
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Plant
Company
Company
Company
Subcontractor
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Reorder Period:
Product
Product A
Product B
Product C
Subassembly 1
Part 1
Part 2
Part 3
Product
Product A
Product B
Product C
Subassembly 1
Part 1
Part 2
Part 3
Average Inventory
12/8/6 wks 4 wks
SL 85% SL 85%
973 835
120 103
59 47
476 468
452 452
452 452
973 452
SL 95% SL 95%
1487 1267
185 157
90 70
566 562
653 653
653 653
1479 653
Table 4-7. Average Inventory vs. Reorder Period at a fixed Service Level
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Decrease
-14%
-15%
-21%
-2%
0%
0%
-54%
Decrease
-15%
-15%
-22%
-1%
0%
0%
-56%
Average Inventory
Plant Product SL 85% SL 95% Increase
Company Product A 973 1487 53%
Company Product B 120 185 54%
Company Product C 59 90 51%
12/8/6 weeks Subcontractor Subassembly 1 476 566 19%
Supplier Part 1 452 653 44%
Supplier Part 2 452 653 44%
Supplier Part 3 973 1479 52%
Plant Product SL 85% SL 95% Increase
Company
Company
Company
Subcontractor
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Product A
Product B
Product C
Subassembly 1
Part 1
Part 2
Part 3
835
103
47
468
452
452
452
1267
157
70
562
653
653
653
52%
53%
49%
20%
44%
44%
44%
Table 4-8. Reorder Period vs. Service Level for a fixed reorder policy
0 Reorder 12/8/6 - SL85% N Reorder 12/8/6 - SL95% D Reorder 4wks - SL85% 0 Reorder 4wks - SL95%
1600- ~- .....
1400 - -- - ---
1200 -
1000 -
800 -
600 -
400 -
200-
0 -
Product A Product B Product c Subassembly 1
Products
Part 1 Part 2 Part 3
Figure 4-7. Reorder Period vs. Average Inventory and Service Level
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4.2.1.6 Lead Time vs. Safety Stock at The Company Warehouse Level
We examined the Lead Time from The Company to Customer. We fixed the service time at
1 week, service level at 95% and transportation time from The Company to the customer at
0.2 weeks. We tweaked the maximum committed service time from The Company to
Customer. This service time is the maximum promised response time to a request for goods.
The committed service time takes into account processing time and receipt/Reorder Period
at the shipping facility (The Company) but not at the receiving facility (customer).
The higher the maximum committed time from The Company to the customer, the lower
the required Safety Stock has to be at the The Company Warehouse. If, for example, The
Company promises the shipping of products to the customer in 1 week then it has to hold a
certain Safety Stock If The Company promises to ship products in 5 weeks then it needs to
keep much less Safety Stock since it has ample time to produce and ship products during
these 5 weeks. The new recommended policy, shown in Table 4-9, suggests that The
Company can delay its production until the customer places an order ("Pull" strategy). This
delay provides savings of about 40% from the reduction of finished goods inventory. The
new policy promotes a shift from a push to a pull based policy. The Company can afford to
delay its production of the three Products because the production Lead Time in The
Company's Plant and transportation time from its warehouse to the customer are relatively
short periods. This shows that there is no bottleneck in our supply chain from The
Company to the customer and we build excessive inventory. A reduction in Safety Stock will
free significant working capital. The bottleneck might be between the Subcontractor and
The Company in the deliveries of Sulassenhly 1. This relationship will be studied in a latter
section.
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Product
Recommended policy
Product A
Product B
Product C
Company's current policy
Product A
Product B
Product C
Base Stock
Level
1000
116
53
Safety Stock
Level
564
72
42
1000
125
125
Table 4-9. Recommended Safety Stock policy for a 95% service level
4.2.1.7 Working Capital
Honoring the confidentiality agreements we cannot present actual financial figures but only
normalized data (Figure 4-8). We calculated the production cost of each component based
on the final cost of the device less the bill of material costs. Production cost aggregated all
costs associated with transforming incoming raw material to finished goods. The working
capital savings are based on the results provided by the global optimization. The
recommendation was to reduce the Safety Stak level and consequently the average
inventories. The average inventory and working capital relate through the inventory holding
cost which in this case was 15% for finished goods tied in the inventory. The working capital
total savings include inventory in the form of raw materials and WIP.
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Cycle Stock
Level
98
10
3
Average
Inventory
661
82
44
Working Capital Value
(Service Level %, Lead Time)
$16,000.00
$14,000.00
$12,000.00
S
'I
0.
S
U
0)
0
$10,000.00 i
$8,000.00-
$6,000.00
$4,000.00-
$2,000.00-
$0.00 --
Product A
0 85%, 2wks
N 85%, 4wks
0 95%, 2wks
0 95%, 4wks
Product B Product C
Figure 4-8. Working Capital savings. (Data normalized)
4.2.2 The Subcontractor Level
In this Level we were interested about how the various inventory parameters affect the
inventory policy of raw materials purchased by the Subcontractor. Consequently this policy
affects the inventory policies that The Company has to follow.
4.2.2.1 Average Inventory vs. Lead Time
The current Lead Time of critical raw material (Parts A, B, C) is 9-12 weeks. We wanted to
examine what happens to the Average Inventory at the Subcontractor level if the
Subcontractor could get the raw material faster, in 4-6 weeks (Figure 4-9). Recall that the
Average Inventory = Cycle Stock + Safety Stock level.
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The assumptions for this scenario were:
" Service Level from The Company to Customer: 85% & 95%
" Production Time in The Company Plant: 1 week
* Lead Time between The Company and Customer: 2-14 days
" Inventory Reorder policy: 12/8/6 weeks
o Part 2 and Part 3 every 8 weeks and Part 1 every 12 weeks
" Lead Time of finished goods from The Company manufacturing floor to The
Company warehouse: 0 days
Supplier
When Lead Time
drops from 9-12 wks
to 4-6 wks... Company
Subcontractor
... what is the
Average inventory of
Products A, B, C?
Company
Warehouse Customer
Figure 4-9. Inventory Top Level Map
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Safety Stock Level Cycle Stock Level
1390 98
175 10
87 3
456 110
543 110
543 110
1369 110
Lead Time to Subcontractor 9-12 weeks
Base Stock Level Work In Progress Level AVERAGE INVENTORY
3925 195 1487
435 20 185
135 5 90
561 330 566
3789 2420 1479
543 2420 653
543 2420 653
Safety Stock Level Cycle Stock Level
1390 98
175 10
90 3
439 110
450 110
960 110
960 110
Lead Time to Subcontractor 4-6 weeks
Base Stock Level Work In Progress Level AVERAGE INVENTORY
3925 195 1487
435 20 185
140 5 92
525 330 549
560 1210 560
2170 1210 1070
2170 1210 1070
Table 4-10. Impact of Lead Time on Inventory Level at the Subcontractor level
As seen from Table 4-10 the change in the Lead Time at the Subcontractor level does not
affect the Average Inventory amount required at The Company level. The quantities of
Products A, B and C are kept the same independent of the Lead Time of the raw materials
from the supplier to the Subcontractor. This result was expected because we kept the Lead
Time between the Subcontractor and The Company constant at 1-2 weeks.
In order to maintain the same cycle stock of 110 Subasserby 1 and keep the same promised
delivery times of 1-2 weeks to The Company, the Subcontractor has to cope intemally with
the Lead Time of the various raw materials. The Subcontractor has to increase its average
inventory and Safety Stock levels or raw materials by about 30% as shown on Table 4-10.
When we reduce the Lead Time of the raw materials at the Subcontractor level to 4-6 weeks,
we observe that for components reordered every 8 weeks in the past, i.e. Parts 2 and 3, we
need to increase the inventory amount. For Part 1, which was reordered every 12 weeks, we
can reduce the inventory amount significantly. At The Company level there is no change in
the required inventory amount. Hence, when we reduce the Reorder Period of a part at a
level less than its own Lead Time the average inventory at The Company and Subcontractor
decreases significantly.
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Product
Product A
Product B
Product C
Subassembly 1
Part 1
Pat 2
Part 3
Product
Product A
Product B
Product C
Subassembly 1
Part 1
Part 2
Part 3
4.2.2.2 Average Inventory vs. Lead Time and Reorder Period (The Company and
Subcontractor inbound points)
We studied the effects of the Lead Time and Reorder Period for the raw materials going
from the supplier to the Subcontractor (circled blue inventory nodes in Figure 4-10). Our
goal is to define the inventory policy at the Subcontractor and The Company incoming
points. Hence, for the Subcontractor we calculated the required inventory amount for the
raw materials and for The Company we calculated the required inventory amount for
Sulussehmbly 1.
The assumptions for this scenario were:
" Lead Time between Supplier to Subcontractor for Parts 1, 2 and 3:
o 9-12 weeks (current supply chain)
o 4-6 weeks (new scenario)
" Inventory reorder policy:
o 12/8/6 weeks (current supply chain)
o 4 weeks (new scenario)
" Service level (Supplier to Subcontractor, Subcontractor to The Company and The
Company to Customer) fixed at the desired 95%.
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Sub-contractor Company
F~ous
solo.
A Inventory Node
Figure 4-10. Map of Subcontractor inventory inbound points
Lead Time: 4-6 weeks (inbound inventory node)
Plant Product Base Stock Safety Stock Cycle Stock Level Average InventoryPlat rodctLevel Level
Company Various components (at Company) 4066 1338 880 2218
Company Subassembly 1 3431 1208 880 2088
Subcontractor Part 1 5172 1542 1320 2862
Subcontractor Part 2 4093 1343 880 2223
Subcontractor Part 3 4093 1343 880 2223
Subcontractor Misc. Components (at Subcontractor) 4093 1343 880 2223
Lead Time: 9-12 weeks (inbound inventory node)
Plant Product Base Stock Safety Stock Cycle Stock Level Average InventoryCPanr o nt Level Level
Company Various components (at Company) 4066 1338 880 2218
Company
Subcontractor
Subcontractor
Subcontractor
Subcontractor
Subassembly 1
Part 1
Part 2
Part 3
Misc. Components (at Subcontractor)
3431
6490
5438
5438
4093
1208
1760
1588
1588
1343
880
1320
880
880
880
2088
3080
2468
2468
2223
Table 4-11. Lead Time versus Inventory of Raw Material and Subasserrhy 1 at Subcontractor
and The Company respectively
As seen from the data in Table 4-11, the Lead Time is not a significant inventory driver at
the incoming inventory nodes of The Company or Subcontractor echelons. Given the
current reorder policy, The Company should increase the Safety Stock of Subasserly 1 by
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"---I
Supplier
Other
components
Part 3
Part 2
Part 1
-*. Customer
A
A&
20% compared to the Subcontractor to increase the service level from 87% to 95%. Figure
4-11 shows that the Reorder Period is a significant inventory driver for both echelons and
The Company should consider the 4 weeks Reorder Period although the ordering costs
should be evaluated before a decision.
Average Inventory vs. Reorder Period
(Company and Subcontractor inbound points)
3500 - - - - -- - -- - -- - ~-- 
-
3000 - - _- -- - -
2500-
2000 -- - --
1500
1000 --
500 - -4-
0
Various
components (at
Company)
Subassembly 1 Part 1 Part 2 Part 3
E4 weeks reorder period
0 12/8/6 4 weeks reorder period
Misc.
Components (at
Subcontractor)
Products
Figure 4-11. Reorder Policy versus Inventory of Raw Material and Subassemblies 1 at
Subcontractor and Company
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0(
--
4.2.2.3 Average Inventory vs. Lead Time and Reorder Period (Subcontractor
outbound points)
Supplier
Other
components
Part 3
Part 2
Part 1
_4m0r
A Inventory Node
Figure 4-12. The Subcontractor outbound inventory point
Subcontractor invnentory node-]
Base Stock Safety Stock Cycle Stock Average
Lead Time Product Level Level Level Inventory
4-6 weeks Subassembly 1
9-12 weeks Subassembly 1
348
388 281 110
391
391
Table 4-12. Lead Time versus Inventory of Subasserbly 1 at the Subcontractor Level
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Sub-contractor Company
Various
components
Product A
Subassembly 1 - Product B
Product C
Average Inventory vs. Reorder Period
(Subcontractor outbound point)
450
400
350
300
L
250
' 200
150
100
50
0
0 4 week reorder period
0 12/8/6 weeks reorder period
Subassembly 1 Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Various
components (at
Company)
Part 1
Products
Figure 4-13. Reorder Policy versus Inventory for Subasserny 1 at the Subcontractor Level
In this case we study the Subcontractor outbound inventory point (Figure 4-12). As seen
from Table 4-12 and Figure 4-13, the Lead Time and Reorder Point are not significant
inventory drivers. This is because we have not changed the Lead Time within the
Subcontractor. This is set to 4-6 weeks and relates to the production time of Subassealy 1
inside the Subcontractor facility. By changing the production time we could affect the
inventory quantities of Subasserly 1 in the Subcontractor warehouse. Manufacturing time
for Suhasserriy 1 cannot easily be changed and hence we did not study this scenario.
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4.2.2.4 Average Inventory vs. Lead Time and Reorder Period (The Company
Warehouse outbound points)
Supplier Sub-contractor Company
Other Various
components components
Product A
Part 3
Subassembly I1- Product B
Part 2
Part 1 VProduct 
C
A Inventory Node
Figure 4-14. Map of the The Company Warehouse outbound inventory point
Lead Time: 4-6 weeks (warehouse level)
Base Stock Safety Stock Cycle Stock Average
Warehouse Product Level Level Level Inventory
Company's Warehouse Product A 241 195 98 293
Company's Warehouse Product B 29 24 10 34
Company's Warehouse Product C 15 14 3 16
Lead Time: 9-12 weeks (warehouse level)
Warehouse Product Base Stock Safety Stock Cycle Stock 
Average
Level Level Level Inventory
Company's Warehouse
Company's Warehouse
Company's Warehouse
Product A
Product B
Product C
241
29
15
195
24
14
98
10
3
34
16
Table 4-13. Lead Time versus Inventory of Product A, B and C at The Company Warehouse
Level
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Customer
Average Inventory vs. Reorder Period
(Company Warehouse outbound Inventory point)
0 4 weeks reorder period
0 12/8/6 weeks reorder period
Figure 4-15. Reorder Policy versus Inventory
Warehouse Level
of Products A, B and C at The Company
In this case as seen from Table 4-13 and Figure 4-15 the Lead Time and Reorder Point
parameters do not affect the inventory levels at The Company Warehouse (circled blue
inventory node in Figure 4-14). This is because we modified the raw materials parameters at
the Subcontractor level and there is plenty of inventory buffer between the Subcontractor
and The Company. In addition we did not change the promised delivery time from the
Subcontractor to The Company. Table 4-14 shows a consolidated view of the 6 different
cases.
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350
300j
0
a,
a,
0)
a,
S
4
250-
200-
150-
100-
50--
0-
Product A Product B
Products
Product C
-lq
Inbound Invnetory Points
(at Subcontractor & Company)
Outbound Invnetory
Points
(at Subcontractor)
Warehouse Invnetory
Points
(at Company)
Changing the Lead Time of Raw
Materials at the Subcontractor from 9- No change No significant change No significant change
12 weeks to 4-6 weeks...
Changing the Reorder Period policy
from the 12/8/6 policy to 4 weeks the Goes down Goes down slighlty Goes down slighlty
Average inventory...
Table 4-14. Consolidated Results at the Subcontractor Level
4.3 Inventory Policy Recommendations
We hereby summarize our findings and provide inventory policy recommendations.
1 Safety Stock increases by 40% when the service level to the customer increases from
85% to 95%.
2 Similarly to the Safety Stock, when the service level increases from 85% to 95% the
average inventory increases by 25-40%.
3 If Forecasting Error decreases by -20% then Safety Stock decreases by -20%.
Recommendation: minimize Forecasting Error.
4 Recommendation: Make a strategic shift from Build-to-Stock to Build-to-Order
(Figure 4-16). Reduce Safety Stock of Products A, B and C by about 20%. Apply a
hybrid Push-Pull policy (Figure 4-16). Delaying production until the customer places
an order ("Pull" policy) will free about 15% of working capital.
5 Recommendation: Changing the reorder policy from the 12/8/6 to a flat 4 weeks
period for all components will reduce the inbound inventory levels at the
Subcontractor and The Company levels by about 20%. Note that before adopting this
policy the Company should study ordering costs.
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6 Recommendation: The Company should increase Safety Stock of Sulasseniy 1 from
the Subcontractor by about 20% to achieve a 95% service level. This will also help
with the disruptive inventory that The Company has faced in the past. Disruptive
inventory is when The Company has to "scrap" the entire inventory as a result of
component failure in the field. This happens when the entire inventory has been build
from the same lot of parts as the ones that failed in the field. There are other reasons
for such a situation and it happens on average once a year or less.
Intemational orders are highly volatile. Shipments could take from 1 week to 1 month or
more due to legalities and trade regulations paperwork Hence, these delays will require
higher Safety Stock to cover such variable Lead Time. Another reason to keep higher Safety
Stock is due to obsolescence of raw materials at the Subcontractor level. As stated before,
quantitative analysis only supports judgment by operations experts and the final inventory
decision should be made by these experts.
Supplier
AU
Company
Company
Subcontractor Warehouse Customer
Push Strategy
>*
Push-Pull Boundary
Figure 4-16. Move the "Push-Pull" Boundary towards the Customer.
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Chapter 5
Managerial Insights and Implementation
5.1 Levers of Inventory Management and Practical Considerations
Academic research suggests that the new MRP/ERP and EDI systems should revolutionize
supply chains. Errors in inventory figures have reduced some company's profits by
approximately 10% and "Phantom stockouts" (i.e. when items are misplaced in the
warehouse) can account for a 25% profit loss. Thus, unless the supply chain data are
accurate the prediction of any IT system will be flawed. Human error, management
practices, and warehouse center errors are sources for inaccurate data. Proper periodic
auditing of the inventory can help firms improve their data accuracy. The Company
managers should audit and improve, if necessary, the company's inventory reporting systems
and maintain accurate inventory records [17].
The Company supply chains should be fast and flexible so that managers can respond to the
unpredictable demand and potential failures of Products A, B and C in the field. Supply
chains should support and enhance the business strategy and at the same time provide
operational innovations so the Company can sustain its competitiveness in the market place.
The use of metrics and benchmarks against well thought business and operational objectives
should be a priority for The Company. In this study we focused in one of The Company's
location and in one product line to achieve operational and strategic objectives. This model
now can be propagated across other Plants and product families within The Company [18].
5.2 Supply Chain Management Decision Support System
The Company is currently using the distribution, manufacturing, and financial modules of
the MEG/Pro eB SP3 Enterprise Resource Planning system, by QAD, Inc. A third party
logistics vendor handles all of The Company's inventory management. This third party
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vendor is using MFG/Pro Advanced Inventory Management (AIM) module. The Company
does not have access to this module. Preliminary discussion with QAD and my personal
marketing literature research showed that the AIM module is not capable of dealing with
multi-echelon non-linear inventory optimization problems [19].
To run optimization problems at the global level The Company needs to access an inventory
management package that allows multi-echelon optimization. Today, there are about less
than five such packages in the market. For our analysis we used the Inventory Analyst
package by LogicTools, Inc. which is a multi-echelon optimization program and hence can
globally optimize the supply chain between various suppliers, manufacturing facilities,
distribution centers and customers at the SKU and the warehouse level.
5.3 Supplier Contracts and Procurement
V.G. Narayanan and Ananth Raman [13] in their study of more than 50 supply networks
found that a supply chain works efficiently only if the risks, costs, and rewards of doing
business are distributed fairly across the supply chain network Excess inventory, stock-outs,
incorrect forecasts and hence poor customer service happen when there are no incentives in
place or when there is misalignment of incentives. We can align incentives if we establish
revenue-sharing contracts across all supply chain stakeholders, use intermediaries to build
trust among network partners and monitor and adjust periodically these incentives as
business and technology conditions change.
Supplier contracts require information flow between suppliers and customers. The Company
can develop such collaborative relationships with suppliers by establishing pricing, volume
contracts, negotiate Lead Times, product quality, warranties and buy back policies. Figure 5-
1, shows a framework to set procurement policies between suppliers and vendors. The
Company is currently single sourcing some critical components. It needs to look for
additional potential vendors and help them develop the required capabilities to become part
of The Company's supplier network This act mitigates the risk of an abrupt disruption of
their product line due to a potential delivery failure from its current vendors [7].
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Mimize Cst
Inventory Risks
(due to shortages)
Ig
To Reduce inventory Ri
Use "Option Contract
Effective procurement
Reduce Risks
Financial Risks
(due to uncertain prices)
s"1 Use "fixed Commitment Contracts"
.Lost Premium If no option exercise
Exercise option UP TO ANY
amount to the agreed level
No Financial Risks
But.. Inventory Risks
Figure 5-1. Effective Procurement Framework between Supplier and Customer
5.4 Conclusions: How to execute the recommended strategy?
Optimization of complex supply chains requires accepting that almost everything in the
chain behaves probabilistically. Forecasting, Lead Times, demand, production time, and even
organizational communications have variability. This variability cannot be eliminated but can
be managed when there are minimal organizational barriers and all supply chain and
operation and business decisions are aligned. Some ideas from academic and industry
research suggest that to efficiently manage supply chains we need to establish and then track
supply chain metrics [20, 22]. Also we have to define and communicate accurately what is
customer service in terms of service level, fulfillment level or line-item fill rate. Efficient
inventory management is a balancing act. It is a daunting task to manage all the trade-offs
between the various inventory drivers and business objectives of serving the customer faster,
better and more economically. For such a task we need enabling information technology
systems and adept management judgment.
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5.4.1 Modular Poduct Architecture
To create flexible product designs, we need to take into consideration supply chains and
legacy systems during the early phases of the product development cycle. Product
architecture and design for postponed will enable further inventory reduction and will free
more working capital. The Company uses some off-the-shelf components to create a
platform, Subussely 1, which is then used to produce three different products. This is a
good approach since it provides modularity and commonality. The great advances of a
modular product are that the components are independent of each other and
interchangeable. Also, in a modular product, standard interfaces are used between the
subsystems and upgrades are easily implemented. Modular product architecture enables
modular supply chain. Modular supply chain enables flexibility and multi-sourcing. Figure 5-
2 depicts the relationships between modular and integral architecture and the supply chain
architecture. Integral architectures like the microprocessor promote integral supply chains
while modular products like bicycles and computers where we can use off the shelf parts,
promote modular supply chains. The product line examined here has modular architecture
elements and hence can promote a modular supply chain [8, 21]
Integral
a)
-0
0
J Modular
Integral 4 Modular
Supply Chain Architecture
Figure 5-2. Framework between Product Architecture and Supply Chain Architecture [7, 21]
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Microprocessors Polaroid
i DPersonalMusic Distribution Computers
Supply chain strategies vary for different products as shown in Figure 5-3. Products located
in quadrant I are characterized by high demand uncertainty (e.g., computers) and the
economies of scale do not play a significant role in cost saving. The presented framework
suggests that a pull-based supply chain is appropriate for these products. In quadrant III, low
demand uncertainty and economies of scale play an important role. Groceries are in this
category because demand is stable and economies of scale are crucial. Hence, the framework
suggests a pure Push strategy. In the other two quadrants the decision about the supply
chain is not clear and a hybrid Push-Pull recommendation is given. Specifically, for products
located in the II quadrant the demand uncertainty is high (e.g., customized furniture) while it
is important to reduce costs via economies of scale. For products located in the IV quadrant,
where economies of scale are not important and demand is stable (e.g., books and CDs) a
hybrid strategy is recommended.
The Company's detonator falls in quadrant I since the demand uncertainty (or failure of
product on the filed) is relatively high and the economies of scale do not play a significant
role. Hence, our inventory optimization suggesting the Company moving to a more pull
policy is reinforced by this supply chain framework
[High]
Pull
C)
E
Push
[i nutI
Pull Push
[Low] [High]
Economies of Scale
Figure 5-3. Matching Supply Chain strategies with Products [7, 21]
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Computer Furniture
1 11
Books/CDs Groceries
IV III
5.4.2 Information Sharing
Centralized demand information can reduce the bullwhip effect, which as described in
Chapter 2, is an important issue. Hence, The Company should consider connecting the
demand to the raw materials suppliers and the Subcontractor. It is important to know the
company's spot on the supply chain since this will minimize the bullwhip effect and improve
forecasting. The supply chain should serve and shape the value chain and holistically bridge
the processes of ordering goods (i.e. procurement, distribution, transportation, inventory,
forecasting etc.) to The Company's value chain activities such as product development,
utilization of legacy systems, creation of marketing channels and buy/make decisions.
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